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Abstract
For a Banach space X, we show how the existence ob a norín-
one element u in X and a norm-one continuous bilinear mapping
f : X xX —.~ X satisfying f(xu) = f(u,x) = x for aH x luX,
togetber with sorne more intrinsic conditions, can be utiliza! to
characterize A? as a member of some relevant subclass of the class
ob Banach spaces.
O Intraduction
Some Banach spaces arise naturally enjoying tite following property:
tite>’ are endowed with a norm-one (continuous bilinear) product to-
getherwitit a distinguished norm-one element witich acts as a unit for
titat product. Titis is tite case for example for tite Banacit space L(X)
of alí bounded linear operators on an>’ Banach space A?, or the Banacb
space C(fi) of all continuous complex-valued functions on any Hausdorff
compact topological space fi. In tite ffrst case the product is nothing
but tite composition of elements of L(A?) as mappings on A?, and tite
distinguished element is tite identity operator on A?. In tite second
case tite product is tite one defined point-wise and, consequentí>’,
tite distinguisited element is the constant function equal to one on fi.
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In this paper we deal witit partial sides of the next two questions:
Question 1. How abundant are tite Banach spaces satis~ing the prop-
erty commented aboye?
Questinn 2- If a Banacit space A? enjoys tite property we are con-
sidering, can titis property (togetiter witit some more intrinsic ones) be
utiliza! to citaracterize A? as a member of some relevant snbclass of the
class of Banacit spaces?
We are aware of tite ambiguit>’ of both questions, and we must rec-
ognize titat titere is not a well-organized theory relative to them. How-
ever, in some particular directions, titere are interesting answers to tite
questions that will be either reviewed (if they are previously known) or
presenta! witit a proof (if they are new). Most of these results arise in
tite setting of Hilbert spaces and Banach spaces of tite bonn CQ’fl.
1 The case of Hilbert spaces: known results
13>’ a product on a Banach space A? we mean a continuous bilinear map-
ping from A? >< A? into A?. A product f on tite Banacit space A? will be
calla! uttit-admissible ib titere exists a (unique) norm-one elernent (sa>’ u)
in A?. satisfying f(u, x) = f(x, u) x for ah z in A?. Witen tite element
u aboye sitonid be empitasized (for instance, ib u ja previousl>’ prefixed)
we will sa>’ titat tite product f is u-admjasible. Now, Question 1 can be
repitrased in tite bollowing terms: how abundant are tite Banacit spaces
admitting a norm-one unit-admissible product?. If we restrict the ques-
tion to complex Hilbert spaces, tite following partial answer becomes
really disappointing.
Proposition 1.1 Let H be a complez Hilbert space, attd assume titere
exista a nonn-ovie unit-admissible Assaciative product ott H. Then il
la ovie-dimettsioviol.
For tite case of real llilbert spacca tite situation is not much more
promising.
Propo8ition 1.2 Let H be a real Hilbert space, and assume there ezists
a ttorm-otte unit-admissible Associative product ott H. Then H itas
dímension 1, 2, or 4.
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Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 are due to L. Inge]stam (see [1; Corollar>’
2] and [12], respectivel>’). Because of the simplicity of titeir assertions,
tite>’ are quite famous and, consequentí>’, they are known in tite literature
as “the (complex and real, respectivel>’) Ingelstam theoremns”. In fact
tite original formulation of Ingelstam’s real titeorein precisel>’ determines
up to algebraic isomorpitisms the norm-one unit-admissible associative
product witose existence is assumed (depending of course of tite dimen-
sion, cf. Theorem 1.8 below) in such a way titat Proposition 1.1 can be
regarded as a consequence of Proposition 1.2.
Thinking again about the restriction of Question 1 to Hilbert spaces
we coníd expect that, ib in Ingelstam’s theorems we drop the assumption
of associativity for tite product, titen less obstructive results can be
obtaina!. In tite real case this idea becomes completel>’ successful, as
tite following observation sitows.
Observation 1.3 Every viovi-zero real Hilbert apoce itas norm-ovie unit-
odmisaible producta. More precisely, for everij viovi-zero real Hilbert apace
H ovni for every norm-one element u itt H, the mapping f fray H x H
ivito H defined by
f(x,y):= (x iu)u± (uiu)x—(xly)u
ja a norm-ovie u-admissible product on H.
Proof. (a particular easy case of tite proob of $2; Proposition 24]). Let
H,u, and f be as lii tite statement. Clearí>’ f is an u-admissible product
on H avid titerebore, as for ever>’ unit-admissible product 011 an>’ Banach
space, we itave f j=1. To prove tite converse inequality, let x, y be in
H, and decompose x and y in tite form z Att + 2 and y = pu + t witit
A, ji in .1? and z,t lii tite orthogonal complement of Mu in H. Titen we
itave f(x,u) = [Ap — (z 1 t)]u + At +pz, itence
f(x, y) 1i2=i [Ap — (z It)]2 + fi At + ¡¿2
— A2p2 + (z 1 t)2 + A2 ~ 1I~ -~-p2 fi 2 ¡¡2=
< A2y2+ 1 2 t il2 +A2 It 12 ~ 2(A2+ jI z 1i2)G¿2± 1 t il2) rl x ihil yil2
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To study what itappens if in Ingelstam’s complex titeorem we drop
tite assumption of associativity of tite product we need a celebrated
result of H. F. Bohnenblust and 5. Karlin 113K]. Tite statement of tite
Bofrnenblust-Karlin theorem involves the concept of a vertex of (tite
closed unit bail of) a given Banacit space. 13>’ definition a vertez of a
Banach space A? ja a norm-one element of A? whicit is not a smooth
point in an>’ two-dirnénsional subspace of A? containing it. Thanks to
the Hahn-Banacit theorem, titis can be equivalentí>’ reformulated in tite
following more familiar (but afro more technical) wa>’. For a Banach
space A? and a norm-one element u in A? denote by D(A?, u) theset of
ah states olA? relative to u, namel>’
D(A?,u) := {~ EA?% «u) 1 =il ~
Then u is a vertex of A? ib and only ib tite conditions x E A? and «x) = O
bor all « in D(X, u) impí>’ x = O.
Praposition 1.4 (Boitnenblust-Karlin theorem). Let A? be a complez
Banacit apoce, and u be a norm-one elemevit itt A?. If Itere exiata a
viorm-one u-admissible Associative product ovi A?, titen u la a vertez
of A?.
Since vertices cannot be smooth points except bor the case of one-
dimensional spaces, and Hilbert spaces are smootit at an>’ point ob titeir
unit spheres, it follows that Ingehtam’s complex theorem (Proposition
1.1) is a direct consequence of the Bohnenblust-Karlin theorem (Propo-
sition 1.4). Tbk ja really curious because tite second result is seven
>‘ears older titan tite former. Tite aboye comment does not mean an>’
criticism to L. Inglestam, wito in [I~not only knows and enlarges in
several directions the Boitnenblust-Karlin titeorem, but also reproves it,
and obtains itis complex titerem as an almost immediate corollar>’. Tite
Boitnenblust-Karlin theorem is not oní>’ stronger than Ingelstam’s com-
plex one, but afro conceptualí>’ easier to “unassociativize”, as we sitow
in the next result.
Theorem 1.5 (“non-associative Boitnenbíust-Karlin titeorem”). Leí A?
be a complez Battach apace, «vid u be a viorm-ovie elemevit itt A?. If it ere
exista a viorm-one u -admlasible product o,. A?, ttevi u ja a vertez of A?.
Proof. [MMPRI.Let f denote tite norm-one u-admissible product on A?
witose existence itas been assumed, and for x in A? consider tite bounded
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linear operator 4 on A? defined by 4(y) := f(x, u) for all u in A?. Easily
we see that tite mapping 4> : X —-4 4 brom A? into L(A?) is a linear
isometry sending u to tite identity mapping (sa>’ Ix) 011 A?. Titerefore
u is a vertex of A? ib and only if 1x ja a vertex of $(X). But, by tite
(associative) Bohnenblust-Karlin titeorem, jx is a vertex of L(X), and
the vertex property is clearí>’ hereditar>’.
a
From tite incompatibility of tite vertex property with tite smootitness
we obtain:
Corollary 1.6 (multiplicative citaracterization of tite complex fleid).
Leí A? be a complez Baviacit space admittivig a norm-ovie u-admiasible
producí for sorne (norm-one) smooth poiní u itt A?. Thett A? =
As a consequence, we see that, contraril>’ to what happens in tite
real case, Ingelstam’s complex theorem remains true if tite assumption
of associativity of tite product is dropped.
Corollar>’ 121 (“non-associative Ingelstam’s complex titeorem”). Let
H be a complez Hilbert apace, avid assume titere exiata a norm-one unit-
admisaible producí mi H. Titen H <¡Y.
lii removing tite associativity in Ingefrtam’s complex titeorem we
itave been obliga! to pass througit more general results replacing Hilbert
spaces b>’ Banach spaces possessing a poSt of smoothness. Ingelstam’s
real theorem has been also extended in this direction:
Theorem 1.8 Let A? be a real Banach apace admitting a norm-one u-
admisaible Associative producí for sorne smooth poiní u itt A?. Titen A?
has dimeneion 1, 2 or 4. More preclaely, every norm-one u-admissible
«asociative producí on A? converis A? mío att algebraie amid isometric
copy of ejther E, £Y or Ii (tite algebra of Hamilton quaterniovis).
It seeins ratiter difficult to settle titepaternity of the aboye titeorem.
A proof is given in [St2](1963) under tite additional assumption titat A?
is finite-dimensional. Without an>’ restriction on the dimension of A?,
the theorem is a direct consequence of [13;Remark in p 234] (1964) and
[1;Example 3(c)I (1962). However, concerning tite proof, tite remark iii
[13]sounds ratiter imprecise. According to our news, tite first complete
proof and explicit formulation of Titeorem 1.8 arise in [St3](1966) and,
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since titen, it has been rediscovered several times (see for example [BD]
and [Sp]).
From Observation 1.3 we know that associativity cannot be removed
in tite flrst assertion of Theorem 1.8. Titis fact is really bortunate because
it grants tite life to the next titeorem first prova! in [112]and reproved
later, with relevant simplifications, in [R4].
Theorem 1.9 (multiplicative characterization of real Hilbert spaces).
A non-zero real Banacit space A? is a Hilbert apace ji (avid onlg, if), for
sorne (equivaletttly, every) ttorm-one element u itt A?, A? la amootit al u
avid titere exista a norm-one u-admlasible product on A?. Moreover, if H
za a non-zero real Hilbert apace, and if u is a viorm-one elemevil itt H,
titen tite mapping f from H >< H hito H defined by
f(x,u):= (x ¡u)y± (yju)x—(x ly>u
is tite unique norm-ovie u-admissible commutative product on H.
Note titat, ifA? is a Banach space, if u is a norm-one element in A?,
and ib A? has a norm-one u-admissible product (say f), titen A? also has
a norm-one u-admissible cominutative product, namel>’ the rnapping
from A? x A? into A?. Taking this into account, Titeorem 1.8 can be
deduced from tite aboye titeorem by applying Frobenius’ theorem (see
[EHHKMNPR]). It is eas>’ to veriby that, ib H is a real Hilbert space, if
u is a norm-one element in H, and ib! denotes tite unique norm-one u-
admissible comnrntative product on H, titen, except bor Dim(H) = 2, tite
centre of tite algebra (H, f) reduces to tite real multiples of u. Therebore
Corollar>’ 1.6 is afro a consequence of Titeorem 1.9.
Tite characterization of real Hilbert spaces given by Theorem 1.9 has
been improved later iii [R6],by replacing tite assumption of existence
of norm-one u-adinissible products b>’ a simple “numencal” condition.
Let A? be a Banacit space and u be a norm-one element of A?. We define
the multiplicative indez m(A?, u) of tite couple (A?, u) as tite inflnrnm
of the set of numbers of tite form ¡¡ f when f runs over tite set of
ah u-admissible products on A?. Note that we can always construct
u-admissible products on A? with relativel>’ small norm. For instance,
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choosing a atate of A? relative to u (sa>’ sb), tite mapping f from A? x A?
into A? defined by
f(x,u) st «x)y+.b(y)x —
is an u-adndssible (associative and comnutative) product on A? satis&-
ing j¡ f ¡=3.According to this we itave 1 =m(X,u) =3.
Theorem 1.10 [R6](approximately multiplicative characterization ob
real Hilbert spaces). A non-zero real Banach space A? is a Hilbert apace
if (and only u), br sorne (equivalevitly, every) norin-ovie elemení u itt
A?, A? ja smootit al u «vid m(A?,u) = 1.
We conclude titis section by referring tite reader to some works not
previously quoted but that are dosel>’ relata! to the material reviewed
aboye. These are [13],LBD2], [OZ], [FI, [L], [N], [5], [St], and [ZI. Con-
cerning the Bonsail-Duncan monograpit [BD2], the reader can find in it
ratiter stronger versions of Proposition 1.4 and Titeorem 1.8 (see [8D2;
Titeorem 4.1] and [BD2; Titeorem 5.16], respectivél>’).
2 The case of Hilbert spaces: new results
Tite proof given in [RO]of tite approximately multiplicative characteriza-
tion of real Hilbert spaces provided b>’ Titeorem 1.10 cénsists essentially
ob tecitniques of duality titeor>’: it is shown titat all conditions assuined
for A? in that theorem are also satisfied b>’ its bidual A?, with tite ad-
vantage that tite “approximate” requirement m(A?, u) = 1 converts hito
tite “exact” fact titat A?** itas a norm-one u-admissible product. In this
way tite proof is concluded by applying Theorem 1.9. Ver>’ recentí>’ we
observa! titat an altemative reduction of the “approximate” case to tite
“exact” one can be made replacing tite duality theory by the metitods
of Banach ultraproducts. We happily realiza! titat tite new tecitiques
are more appropriate titan tite oid ones, allowing to improve tite result
itseff. Sucit an improvement will be prova! in titis section.
First of all we briefly sumnarize titose aspects of the theor>’ of ultra-
products needed for our purpose, referring tite reader to tite paper of 5.
Heinricit [11]for deeper information about tite topic. Given an ultraifiter
U on a non-empty set 1 and a famil>’ {A?t}1~1 of Banacit spaces, we ma>’
‘occonsider tite Banach space e X~ £00 -sum of this famil>’ and the closed
¿CI
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subspace Nu of COe A?1 given by 1Vu := e e A?1: lñnu ¡x¿ ¡¡st O~.
¿el .~(x2S .1
Tite (Banach) ultraproduct of tite family {A?¿}1~1 (with respect to the ul-
tao
trafilter U) is defined as the quotient I3anacit space (A?i)u := (e A?i)/Nu.
¿el
Ib we denote b>’ (x¿) the element in (A?¿)u containing a given famil>’
‘00{x¿} e e A?1, then it is cas>’ to verif.v that fi (x¿) ¡~= limu ¡¡ x¿ ¡¡. lib, for
¿el
alí i in 1, A?1 is equal to a given Banacit space A?, then tite ultraproduct
(A?¿)u is calla! tite ultraponzer of A? (witit respect to U) and is denoted by
‘00
A?u. In this case e A?, is nothing but tite familiar Banach space .8(1, A?)
¿Cl
of al> bounded.mappings from 1 to A?, and tite mapping x —* fftom A?
into Xu, witere 1= (x¿) witit x¿ = x for al> 1 in 1, becomes an isometric
linear emba!ding.
Let A? be a Banacit space and u be a norm-one element of A?. For x
in A?, tite numerical ravige V(A?, u, x) of x relative to u is defina! by
V(A?,u,x):st{q5(x) : tCD(X,u)},
tite number Hm it + ax 1 (witich always exists because the map-a
ping & —..‘j¡ u + az ¡¡ brom 1? to 1? ja convex) ja usual»’ denoted b>’
r(u, z), and it is well-known titat the equality
r(u,x) Mo~z{Re(A) : A e V(A?,u,x)}
holds (see for example [DS;Titeorem V.9.5]). We say that tite viorm
of X js strongly subdifferentiable al u ib hm u+ax —1 _ (u,x)
a
unifornul>’ for x in tite closed unit bail of A?. Tite reader is referred lo
the paper of 0. Francitetti and R. Pa>’á [FP] for a comprehensive view of
tite usefu)ness of tite strong subdifferentiability of tite norm in tite theor>’
of Banacit spaces. Concerning our purpose, we only nea! tite “oní>’ if
part” of tite nexit proposition that, by tite way, is not collected in tite
Franclietti-Payá paper.
Proposition 2.1 [AQPR]. Let A? be a Banach apace, and u be a norm-
oye elemení jn.A?. Titevi tite norm of A? la strongly subdifferevitiable al u
jf and only if, for every non-empty set 1 avid for everp bonvided mapping
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4> from 1 lo A?, tite equality
V(B(1,A?),u#,$) =?~ u V(A?,u,4’Q))
¿CF
itolda (tuhere ~ denotes closed convez ituil ami u~ standa for tite consíant
mapping equal lo u on 1).
Let A?, Y be Banach spaces, u, y norm-one elements in A? and Y,
respectivel>’, and F be a linear contraction from A? to Y satisfring
F(u) = y. Titen it is easy to sitow that, for all x in A?, tite inclw
sion V(Y,v,F(x)) ~ V(X,u,x) la true. Since quotient mappings are
linear contractions, titis applies successfully to directí>’ derive the next
corollar>’ from Proposition 2.1.
Corollary 2.2 Leí U be att ulírafilter on a non-empty set 1, A? a Banacit
apace, asid u be a norm-one elemení itt A?. If tite norm of A? la strovigly
subdifferentjable al u, titen, for every (x¿) jy~ tite ultrapomer Xu, me itave
V(Xu, mt, (x¿)) § dd u V(X,u, x¿).
¿cl
Corollar>’ 2.3 Leí U be att ultrafilter on a viott-empty set 1, A? a Banacit
apace, and u be a ttorm-otte elemení itt A?. 1f A? ja amoolit al u, ami jf
lite norm of A? strongly subdifferencjable al u, titen A?u ja .qmootit al mt
Praof. Let (x¿) be an arbitrar>’ element in A?u. Denoting b>’ ~ tite
unique atate of A? relative to u, for eacit j in ¡ we can decompose x¿ m
tite form x¿ = A¿u + y¿ witit A1 in tite base fleld 1< (= E or C~ and y¿ in
Ker(4j, so titat {A¿}¿~í and {y¿}¿~í are bounded families of elements of
1< and A?, respectivel>’. Since V(A?,u,u¿) st {O} for all i inI, Corollar>’
2.2 gives V(Xu,zt,(y¿)) = {O}. Writing A := limuA¿, we have (x¿) =
Amt+ (y¿), itence
V(Xu, mt, (x¿)) = A + V(A?u ,mt, (u¿)) = A + {O} = {A}.
In this way we itave prova! that tite nñmerical range of ever>’ element
of A?u relative to mt is a singleton. la otiter words, A?u is smooth at mt
u
Again let A? be a Banacit space aid u be a norm-one
element of A?. We defipe tite amalí multiplicative indez sm(X, u) of tite
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couple (A?, u) as tite infimun of tite set of numbers ob the form
Maz{li 1 il~ 1+ II L~ — il~ 1+ j Rt — 1x il} when f runs over the set
of alí products on A?. Here, for a given product f on A?, 4 and RZ
denote tite operators on A? given by x .—. f(u,x) and x —. f(x,u),
respectivel>’, and jx stands for tite identit>’ on A?. We clearí>’ have
1 < sm(X,u) =m(X,u), so titat tite improvement of Theorem 1.10
we are obtaining will consist in replacing in titat titeorem tite condition
m(A?,u) = 1 by the formail>’ weaker one sm(A?,u) st 1. Note titat
m(X, u) = 1 means tliat for ever>’ e > O titere exists an u-admissible
product f on A? witit ¡j f j¡=1 + e, witereas am(A?,u) = 1 means titat
for ever>’ e > O titere e,dsts a product f ay A? with ¡ 1 11=1 + e witich
need not be u-adnissible but oní>’ “nearí>”’ u-admissible in tite sense
titat Max{iI f(u,x) — x il~ ¡¡ f(x,u) — z ¡¡} =e f ¡¡foral> z in A?.
It is known titat, ib titere exists a norm-one u-admissible product 011
A?, then tite norm of A? is strongly subdifferentiable at u (see [MMPR;
Proposition 4.5] togetiter witit [AQPR; Titeorem 5.1)). Qur next propo-
4,.
s¡iAon improves this result and even tite generalization obtained in [RS;
Corollar>’ 2.5] where tite assumption ob existence ob norm-one u-admis-
sible products on A? is replaced by m(X, u) = 1.
Proposition 2.4 Leí A? be a Banacit space, av-id u be a norm-one elemení
jn A?.’ If sm(X, u) = 1, titen tite norm of A? la atrongly subdifferenljable
al u. If itt addjljon A? la complez, titen u ja a vertez of A?.
Proof. For each natural number vi, citoose a product 1~ on A? satisbying
f~ 11< 1 + ~ and Max{il f,,(u, x) — x il~ il f,,(x, u) — x ¡¡} < ~ x il for
alí x in A?, and choose also an ultraifiter U on tite set AV ob alí natural
nunbers refining tite Frécitet filter (off al> cofinite subset of ¡NT). Titen
it ja easy to see titat
becomes a (well-defined) norm-one mt—admissible product on tite ultra-
power A?u. Titerefore the norm of A?u is strongly subdifferentiable at mt
and, if A? is complex, titen mt is a vertex of Xu (Titeorem 1.5). Since
tite vertex property and tite strong subdifferentiability of tite norm are
itereditar>’ conditions, afro tite norm of ns strongly subdifferentiable
at Cand, in tite complex case, mt is a vertex of SC Finail>’ recail titat
SCis an isometric cop>’ of A?.
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u
Now we state and conclude tite proof of tite main rcault in titis sec-
tion.
Theorem 2.5 A non-zero real Banacit apace A? ja a Hjlbert space if (and
only jf), for tome (equivalently, everij) norm-one elemení u itt A?, A? ja
.smootit at u and sm(X,u) = 1.
Proof. Let A? be a real Banach space containing a smooth point ti
wbich satisfies sm(X, u) = 1. B>’ Proposition 2.4 and its proof we know
that tite assumption sm(X, u) 1 implies the existence of some ultrafil-
ter U sucit that tite corresponding ultrapower A?u possesses a norm-one
mt— admissible product, aud therefore tite norin of A? is strongly subdif-
berentiable at u. Since A? is smootit at u, it follows from Corollar>’ 2.3
that Xu is smooth at mt. Now Theorem 1.9 gives us titat A?u is a Hilbert
space. Fn view of tite natural embedding A? ‘—> Xu, A? is afro a Hilbert
space.
u
We conclude this section by applying tite metitods of ultraproducts
to improve the last assertion in Theorem 1.9. This improvement implies
titat, ib H is a non-zero real Hilbert space and ib u is a norm-one ele-
ment in H, titen tite product f in Qbservation 1.3 is not oní>’ tite unique
norm-one u—admissible comnutative product on H (cf. Theorem 1.9)
but also a (clearí>’ un.ique) product on H with tite property titat se-
quences {f,,} of comnutative products 011 II satisfring { Ii 1.. II } —‘ 1
aud {lj Lj~ — j~ } —* O are norm-convergent to f (as a consequence,
sequences {f,,} of u—admissible commutative products on H satisfying
{ ¡ 1.. j¡} —* 1 are also non-convergent to 1). For tite proof we must
take into account that tite class of Hilbert spaces is closed under ultra-
products. Indeed, if {X¿}¿~í is a famil>’ of Banacit spaces, and if for eacit
in 1 tite norm of A?1 derives from a inner product C i .)¿, titen the norm
of the ultraproduct (A?¿)u derives from tite inner product (. ¡ ) given by
((z¿) ¡ (y¿)) := limu(x¿ 1
Tbeorem 2.6 For eacit e > O itere exista 6 > O aucit tital, for everij
non-zero real Hilbert apace H, br evergi viorm-ovze element u itt H, ami
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f& every commutatjve producí g on H satisfying ¡¡ g ¡1= 1 + 6 «vid
— ‘ji ¡=6, me itave ¡¡ g — f ¡¡< e mitere f denotes tite (norm-one
u—admlasible commutative) producí oit H given by
Proof. First of ah, we recail the result we are extending, namel>’: given
a non-zero real Hilbeít space 151 and a norm-one element u in H, titere
exists a unique norm-one u—admissible coimnutative product 1 on
and titis is given by~ tite equalit>’ at the end of tite statement of tite theo-
rem. Now assume tite theorem is not true. Then titere exista e> O sucit
titat, for eacit n in 1V we can find a Hilbert space H,,, together with
norm-one elements u,., y,., tu,. in H,. and a commutative product
g,,onH,,,satisfring ¡¡ g,. 11= 1 + ~, ¡ L~~—Ix 11=~ and
¡¡ g,,(v,,, tu,,) — f,,(v,., mv.) ¡1=e, witere f,, denotes the unique norm-one
u,,—admissible commutative product on H,.. Ifwe citoose an ultrafilter U
on tite set IV of alí natural numbers reflning tite Ftéchet filter, then we re-
are (well-defined) norm-one (u,,)—adxnissible cominutative products on
tite ultraproduct (H,ju. Since (H,.)u is a Hilbert space, tite tmiqueness
of such products gives 113 titat, for all (xv.), (y,.) in (H,.)u, tite equalit>’
(g,,(zn, y,,)) = (f,.(xv., y,,)) is true. As a cansequence, we have
limnu jj g,,(v,,, iii,,) — f,.(v,., mv.) Iiz= 0.
But titis is incompatible witit the condition
il g,«v,,, tu,,) — f,,(v,,, w,.) 1=e bor alí vi in AV.
in tite citoice of tite sequences {v,,} and {w,,}.
u
Cm-ollar>’ 2.7 For eacit e > O Ihere exista .5 > O sucit lital, for every
non-zero real Hilbert apace H, br every nom-one elemeril u itt H, «vid
for every u—admissible commntatjve producí y on H satisfying ¡ g ¡
1 + 6, me han ¡ y — f ¡~< e mitere f denotes lite producí oit H given by
f(x,y) :rr (x¡u)y+(yju)x—(x jy)u.
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Theorem 2.6 can be repinased in tite following terms.
Thearem 2.6 (bis) Titere exisís att increassittg futtctjon p, from tite
set of alt vion-negative real numbers hito itself, continuous at zero, wjtit
p(O) = O, ami sucit titat, br every rwn-zero real Hjlbert space H, br
every norm-one elemení u jn H, «vid for every commutative producí g
o,. fi, we itave
g — 1 iI=p(Max{¡¡ s II —‘,ji L~ — ‘II li})~
tuhere f denotes tite producí ovi H givevi by
f(x,y) :=(x iu)u+(y¡u)x—(x ¡y)u.
Qfcourse, we could state a “Corol>ary 2.7 bis”, replacing in Titeorem
2.6 bis commutative producí by u—admlasible commutalive product and,
consequentí>’, tite inequality ¡ g — f j¡=p(Max{¡¡ y ¡ —1, ¡ L~ — Ix Il})
by the one il g —1 il=~(ily ¡j —1).
3 The case of spaces C(Q): known results
The natural exampica of Banach spaces possessing norm-one mxit-admis-
sible products titat we provided in tite introduction, namel>’ L(A?) (A?,
an>’ Banacit space) and C(fl) (1?, an>’ Hausdorff compact topological
space), are not total»’ independent. Actual»’, up to isometric unit-
preserving algebra isomorpitisms, tite Banacit algebras C(fl) are notiting
but tite norm-closed se]f-adjoint comnutative subalgebras of L(H) con-
taining ‘ji, when fi runs in tite class of ah complex Hilbert spaces. la
one direction titis is straigittforward: given tite Hausdorff compact space
fi, we can build tite complex Hilbert space fi := £2(fl) (of all families
of complex numbers {At}~~~ satisfying E i ‘it ¡2< oc) and identify
ten
eacb element x in C(fl) with tbe (bounded linear) operator x# on H
given by x
4({At}) := {x(l)At}, obtaining in this way titat the mapping
x —* x~ from C(fl) to L(H) is an isometric unit-preserving algebraic
homomorphism. In the converse direction our assertion aboye is tite
famaus “commutative «elfand-Naimark theorem”.
Norm-closed selfadjoint subalgebras of L(H), for some complex fil-
bert space fi, are usualí>’ known in tite literature witit tite name ob
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C—algebras. In view of tite fact commented in the aboye paragraph,
characterizations and properties ob spaces C(Q) are obten obtained as
specializations of more general results bar unital C—algebras. Let us
titerefore briefly review tite nice geometric citaracterization of unital
C—algebras obtained by T. W. PaIn’ier [P]and known in tite litera-
ture as “tite Vidav-Palmer theorem”.
Let A? be a complex Banach space, aud u be a norm-one element
in A?. We denote b>’ H(A?, u) tite closed real subspace of A? consisting
of all elements it 111 A? satisfying V(A?, u, it) (7 E. Tite Vidav-Palxner
titeorem asserts titat A? is tite Banach space of a C*~algebra witit unit
u if and oní>’ if A? = H(A?, u) + iH(A?, u) and titere exists a norm-one
u—admissible associative product on A?. Ib titis is tite case, titen each
norm-one u—admissible associative product 011 A? converts A? into a
C—algebra. Tite Vidav-Palmer theorem, togetiter witit a bamous result
of M. H. Stone on unit-preserving isometries of tite spaces <2(11), implies
tite next proposition.
Proposition 3.1 Leí A? be a complez Banacit apace, and u be a norm-
one elemettt jn A?. Titevi A? <2(Q) «vid u is tite constavil fuviction
equal lo one on fl (for sorne Hausdorff compací apace fi) if «vid only
jf A? = H(A?, u) + iH(A?, u) and Itere exista a norm-ovie u—o.dmlasible
associative and commutative producí ott A?. Moreover, if It ja j~ tite
case, titen Itere is a unique norin-one u-. admisaible associative and
commutative producí on A?.
Now tite qucation is ib in tite aboye proposition the associativity
and/oT. tite commutativity can be eititer altogetiter dropped or at Ieast
replaced by more intrinsic conditions. It is clear that both require-
ments cannot be simultayeously dropped (take A? equal to tite Banach
space of a not cominutative unital C—algebra). la presence of asso-
ciativity, commutativity can be in bact “numerical»’” settled. Titis is
a consequence of a result of T. Huru>’a [Huj 011 “numerical indices” of
C*—algebras.
Let A? be a Banacit space, and u be a norm-one element in A?. For
x in A?, the numerical radjus of x relative lo u, v(A?,u,x), is defined by
v(X,u,x):=Maz{¡A¡:AEV(X,u,x)},
and tite numerical indez of A? relative lo u, vi(A?, u), is the number given
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vi(X,u) : Max{r =0: r ¡ x il=v(A?,u,z), for al>x inA?}.
Now, if A? is a Banach space (no norm-one element in A? is distin-
guisha!), titen we define tite Banacit apace numen cal indez of A?, N(A?),
b>’ tite equalit>’
N(A?) := n(L(A?),Ix).
Hurn>’a’s titeorem asserts titat tite Banach space numerical index of a,
C—algebra A is 1 or depending on whether or not A is comm\xtative.
Therefore we itave:
Proposition 3.2 Leí A? be a complez Banacit space, «ini u be a norm-
oye elerneril itt A?. Titen A? = <2(Q) ant! u is tite constattt funcíjon
equal to one on (2 (br sorne Hausdorff compací apace (2) jf ant! only
jf A? = H(A?,u) + iH(X,u), N(A?) = 1, ant! Itere exjsts a ttorm-ovie
u—admissible associative producí on A?. Moreover, jf titis ja tite case,
liten Itere ja a uni que viorm-one u— adrnjssjble associative producí on
A?.
Since tite date of Hurnya’s paper [Hu], much work itas been done in
the fleid of non-associative Banach algebras, showing in particular titat
the associativity in tite aboye proposition is completel>’ superfluous [R].
Even, according to [R; Corollar>’ 32], tite condition N(A?) = 1 aboye can
be alternativel>’ replaced b>’ the one «X, u) = 1 that, in onz context,
is conceptualí>’ weaker (note titat all numerical indices are less titan
or equal to 1, and that, if A? is a Banacit space, ib u is a norm-one
element in A?, and if titere exists a norm-one u—adinissible product on
A? (sa>’ f), then, in view of tite isometric embedding z —* L~, we
itave N(A?) = n(L(X), Ix) =vi(A?, u)). Titerefore we itave tite following
“multiplicative characterization of the spaces <2(0)”.
Thearem 3.3 Leí A? be a complez Banacit apace, and u be a norm-
one elemení lxi A?. Titen A? = <2(0) attd u js tite constaní fuviction
equal lo one on (2 (for sorne Hausdorff compací epace (2) if avid omzly if
A? = H(A?, u) + ~H(X, u), itere exista a norm-one u—admjssjble producí
on A?, and ejíher N(A?) = 1 or vi(A?,u) = 1. Moreover, jf ihis is tite
case, titen Itere la a unuque norm-one u—adm~ssible producí ori A?.
Ver>’ recently, tite aboye theorem has been improved in the spirit of
Theorem 1.10.
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Theorem 34 [RS] (approximately multiplicative characterization of
spaces <2(m) Leí A? be a complez Banach space, ant! u be a viorm-one
elemení in A?. Titen A? = <2(Q) ami u js tite constaní functjott equal
lo one mi (2 (for sorne Hausdorff campad space (2) jf «vid only ifA? =
H(A?,u)+iH(A?,u), m(A?,u) = 1, ant! ejtiterN(A?) = 1 orn(A?,u) 1.
flom tite material reviewed until now in this section, tite reader can
have felt that neititer Theorem 3.4 non even Titeorem 3.3 would have
seen tite light if a general non-associative Vidad-Palmer type theorem
would not itave been obtained. Such a beeling is completel>’ rigitt. But,
what can be expected about tite assertions in such a titeorem.
In otiter words, witicit are tite non-associative counterparts ob unital
C—algebras ?.
la trying to answer titis question it could be interesting to notice titat,
from the point of view of tite titeor>’ of Banacit spaces, tite associative
product of a unital C—algebra is not much interesting: unit-preserving
surjective linear isometries between unital C—algebras need not be al-
gebra isomorpitism. However, a celebrated titeorem ob R. V. Kadison
[1<](extending the one ob Stone quoted aboye) asserts on tite contrar>’
titat tite s>’mmetrization x y := ~(xu + yx) of tite associative product
xy of a C—algebra is “unit-spacial>y” determined. If the C—algebra
is not commutative, titen the new product is not associative: it is of
course commutative, but satisfies only tite “nearly associative” condi-
tion x2- (y. z) = (A-y). x. It turns out that ever>’ C—algebra endowed
with this new product is a Jordan algebra. Moreover, tite characteristie
property fi xx j¡=¡j x ¡2 of C*~-.algebras (“non-commutative Gelfand-
Naimark theorem” [DF])is equivalent to the one fi xxx ¡~j¡ x ¡3 and,
fortunatel>’, titis last equality can be “jordanized”. Indeed, bor elements
y in an>’ associative algebra, tite equalit>’
xyxst2x.(u.x)—x2 -y
holds. With some effort, even tite remaining conditions involving the
associative product in the intrinsic Gelfand-Naimark citaracterization
ob C—algebras, namel>’ (xu) = yx ayd fi xy Ii=jiz ¡¡¡ y Ib also
“jordanize” [HZ]:the>’ are equivalent to the ones (z . y) = y’ z and
iixy II=ilxflfly u.
Following a suggestion of 1. Kaplansky jKa2I, it is titerefore rea-
spnable to consider, as geometric objects extending ¿ZM—algebras, tite
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so callad JW—algebras. JW—algebras are defined as titose complete
norma! complex Jordan algebras .1 witit a conjugate-linear algebra in-
volution * satisfring¡j U~(xfl ¡¡=~ x j¡~ for all x in J, where U,, means
the operator on J defined by
(Jx(y) := 2x . (y. x) — x2 -y
for alí u in J. R<eplacing tite associative product by tite “Jordan” prod-
uct, ever>’ C—algebra becomes a JB—algebra. More examples of
J8—algebras (calla! JC—algebras) can be obtaina! from C—algebra~
by taking —invariant norm-closed subspaces witicit are closed under tite
Jordan product. Tite space of alí s>’mmetric 2 >< 2 complex matrices (re-
garded as operators on the 2-dimensional complex Hilbert space) is Ihe
easiest example of a JC—algebra witicit is not a C—algebra endowecl
with its Jordan product. However, titere exist JW—algebras whicit are
not JC—algebras 1W].
Speaking about JBt~algebras, it is worth to mention titeir close re-
lation to tite question of tite clasaification of bounded symmetric domains
in complex Banach spaces. We will not enter titis side of tite titeor>’ of
JW—algebras, but we refer tite interested reader to tite fundamental
work of W. Kaup [Kau],the crucial Corollar>’ 2 in [FR],[BKUI and [UI.
Finugí>’ speaking, tite structnre titeor>’ for JW—algebras (see
[W], [FGR] and [R7])shows titat the enlargement obtained replac-
ing C—algebras b>’ iB—algebras is not too big. Therefore, it would
seem rather surprising titat, replacing C—algebras by JB—algebras,
the condition of associativit>’ in tite Vidav-Palmer titeorem could be
complete!>’ removed. However, titis is true, as tite next titeorem sitows.
Theorem 3.5 Leí A? be a complez Banacit apace, ami u be a ttorm-one
elemení jvi A?. Titen A? is tite Banacit apace of a JB—algebra witit irnil
u if ant! ovzly jf A? = H(A?, u) + iH(X, u) ami titere exista a norm-one
u— advnlasible producí on A?. Moreover, if titja js tite case, titen titen la
a unique ttorm-one u—admjssjble commutatjve producí on A?.
It follows titat, if A? is a complex Banach space, ji u a norm-one
element in A?, ff1 is a norm-one u—admissible commutativeproduct 011
A?, and ib A? = H(A?, u) + iH(A?, u), titen A?, endowed witit tite product
1, becomes a JW—algebra. Titis is “the non-associative Vidav-Palmer
theorem” [112]. Now, the uniquencas of sucit a product 1 one of the
main results in [WYJ (see also [¡(MR;Lemma 6]). Tite non-associative
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Vidav-Palmer titeorem obtained in [112]is tite culinination of a relativel>’
wide collection ob papers, namel>’ [Bo], [Y], [Y2], [Mj, [R] and [¡(MR].
Since associative JB*~algebras and conunutative C—algebras are
the same, Titeorein 3.3 is a direct consequence ob Titeorein 3.5 an¿ tite
fact prova! in [R]titat tite numerical index of a unital JB—algebra J
relative to its unit is 1 or ~ depending o,. witetiter or not J is associative.
In tite same way, Theorem 3.4 fol>ows from tite next result.
Theorem 3.6 [RS]Leí A? be a complez Bar¿acit apace, ant! u be a non»-
one elemení itt A?. Titen A? la tite Baviacit apace of a JB*~algebra wjtit
uñjl u jfand only ifA? = H(A?,u) +iH(A?,u) ant! m(A?,u) = 1.
4 The case of spaces C(f~): new results
In a similar way as Titeorem 1.10 was prova! in [R6]brorn Theorem 1.9
(see the conmient at tite beginning of Section 2), Titeorem 3.6 has been
deriva! in [RS]from Theorem 3.5 b>’ reducing tite approximate case to
the exact one by means of rather more involved tecitniques ob duality
titear>’. After tite success shown b>’ ultraproduct metitods in improving
Titeorem 1.10 (see Theorem 2.5), we retake itere these methods in order
tú obtain a similar improvement of Titeorem 3.6. As a consequence, we
will refine tite approximately multiplicative characterization ob spaces
<2(Q) given by Titeorem 3.4.
Titeorem 2.6, witich in the context of Section 2 is mere)>’ anec-
dotic, in our present situation itas a parallel titat is crucial for our
purpose. We state it in tite next theorem, witich iinproves [RS;The-
orem 1.2] in several directions. Taking into account tite uniqueness of
titenorm-one n—admissible commutative product on an>’ JB—algebra
witit unit u (Theorem 3.5) and tite ahnost obvious fact that tite class
of JW—algebras is closa! under ultraproducts, tite proof is tite same as
that of Titeorem 2.6, and titerebore we omit it.
Theorem 4.1 Por eacit e > O Itere exista 6 > O sucit taití, for every
JB—algebra J witit unu u, ant! for every commuíatjve producí g o,. J
satiafyivig ¡~ y j~ 1 + 6 ant! j L~ — I~ ¡¡=6,we have g— f ¡1=e, w)¿ere
f denotes tite iBA —producí of J.
As itappena! with Theorem 2.6, tite aboye titeorem adinits a “bis”
,vers ion, as well as direct suggestive corollaries, whose statements are lebt
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to the reader. To obtain a new (equally direct) corollar>’, we introduce
tite adequate notation.
Let A? be a Banach space, u a norm-one element in A?, and S be a
non-empty subset of A?. We denote by sm(A?, u, S) tite infiinum of tite set
of numbers of the borm Max{lI 1 11.1+ 1 Lj~ — il, 1+ — Ix li}
witen f runs over tite set of all products on A? satisfying f(S, 5) ~ 3.
A simple arguinent of s>’mmetrization gives us titat, in computing tite
aboye infimum, it is enough to move tite variable f hito the set of all
cominutative products on A? satisbying f(S, 5) ~ 5.
Corollar>’ 4.2 Leí J be a JB7—algebra wiíit unil u, ant! 3 be a non-
empty norm-closed subsel of J satisfzjing am(A?, u,S) = 1. Titen 5 la
closed under tite JB—producl of J.
Proposition 4.3 Leí U be an ultrafilter on a non-empty aet 1, A? a
complez San ach apace, ant! u be a vior’m-one elemení itt A?. If lite norm
of A? ja strongly aubdiffereníj«ble al u, u u ja a vertez, and if A? =
H(A?,u) + iH(A?,u), titen A?u = H(A?u,ul + iH(A?u,ul.
Proof. First note that the vertex propert>’ bor u implica H(A?, u) n
iH(A?, u) = {O}, itence, since H(X, u) is closed in A? and A? = H(A?, u) +
iH(A?,u), we actual»’ have A? = H(A?,u) ® iH(A?,u) in a topological
meaning. Let (xi) be an arbitrar>’ element in A?u. For eacit j in 1 we
can decompose x¿ in the borm x¿ = y¿ + iz¿ witit y¿ and z¿ in H(A?,u),
so that, by tite aboye, tite families {y¿}¿~i and {Z¿}¿Cí are bounda! and
satisby (x¿) = (y¿) + «z¿). Finail>’, since tite norm of A? is strongly
subdiffemtiable at u, a direct application of Corollar>’ 2.2 gives us titat
(y¿) and (z¿) belong to H(A?u ,mt).
u
Now we are ready to state and conlude tite proof of the main result
in titis section.
Theorem 4.4 Leí A? be a complez Banatit apace, and u be. a norm-ovie
elemení in A?. Titen A? ja tite Banacit apace of JW—algebra witit unu u
if ant! only ifA? = H(A?,u) + iH(X,u) ant! am(A?,u) = 1.
Proof. Assume A? = H(A?, u) + iH(A?, u) and am(A?, u) = 1. By Propo-
sition 2.4 and its proof, there exists an ultraifiter U sucit that tite ultra-
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páwer A?u has a norm-one mt—admissible product, u is a vertex ob A?, and
tite norm ob A? is strongly subdifferentiable at u. Titen, by Proposition
4.3, we itave
A?u H(Xu,ul+iH(Xuul,
and itence Titeorem 3.5 gives us titat Xu endowed with a suitable prod-
uct becomes a JW—algebra with unit mt Retakig the assunption
sm(A?, u) = 1, for each e> O we can flnd a product f on A? satisb>’ing
Maz{iI f jj, 1+ II 4— ~xII, 1+11 RL —~X < 1 + E,
and, b>’ “ultraproducing” such an f in tite familiar way
((xi), (u4) — (f(x¿, y¿))
we obtain a product fon A?u satisfying
MazfIi fli~ 1+11 L§—Ix~ ¡1,1+11 RC—Ixu II} < í+~
and F(A?, A?) (7 A?. Qb course we are viewing A? as closa! subspace
ob Xu via tite canonical embedding. It bollows that sm(Xu mt, A?) = 1,
hence, by Corollar>’ 4.2, A? is a subalgebra of tite JW—algebra A?u.
In otiter words, tite restriction of tite JBA—product ob A?u to A? is a
norm-one u—admissible commutative product on A?, so titat, since A? =
fi(X,u) +iH(A?,u), again by Titeorem 3.5, A? isa JBA—algebra with
unit u for this product.
u
Remark 4.5 In the aboye proof, tite last application obTheorem 3.5 can
be avoided. Indeed, once we know that A? is a norm-closed subalgebra
of tite JB—algebra A?u, to see that A? is a JBA—algebra witit unit u
it is enougih tú show that A? is *~invariant in A?u. Rut titis is ahnost
straigittforward from tite wel>-known geometric characterization of the
JB—involution 011 an>’ JM—algebra i with unit 1: for x in J, written
in tite form x = it + ik for suitable it, Iv in H(J, 1), we have x = h — Uc.
Tite particularization of this fact foT C—algebras was tite inspiration in
tite searcit of the Vidav-Palmer titeorem [V].
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la the same way as Titeorem 3.3 can be deriva! from Titeorem 3.5
(see tite comment before Titeorem 3.6), we can apply Titeorem 4.4 to
obtain the aninounca! refinement of Titeorem 3.4.
Corollar>’ 4.6 Leí A? be a complez Baviacit apace, ant! u be a norm-
one elemení itt A?. Titen A? = <2(Q) «vid u is tite covistaní funcíjon
equal lo oye on (2 (for sorne fiausdorff compací apace (2) jf ant! only
jf A? = H(A?, u) + iH(A?, u), sm(A?, u) = 1, ami eititer N(A?) = 1 or
n(A?,u) = 1.
We conclude titis section with a not difficult consequence of Theorem
4.1. Tite proof is lebt to the reader, wito can take as a ithit that, ib A?
and Y are Banacit spaces, ib 9 is a bounded linear bijection from A? tú
Y, and iff isa product 011 Y, titen (x,,x2) —~ F’’[f(F(zi),F(x2))J
becomes a product on A?.
Corollar>’ 427 Por eacit e > O Itere exisís 6 > O sucit tital, for «11
JB*-.-.algebraa J ant! K witit unita u ant! y, respecljvely, ant! for every
bouvided linear bijecíjon F from J to K aatisfyjng u ¡j ¡ ~‘‘ 1=1 + 6
«ini ¡¡ 9(u) — y 1=6, e itave
F(zi - x~) — F(xi) . F(x2) 11=e ¡¡ x~ 1111 x~
for «II xl,x2 mA?.
Tite aboye “approximate” version of tite “unit-spaciaU’ determina-
tion of tite JW—product on ever>’ JB—algebra [WY] can be applied
tú C—algebras (endowed witb titeir Jordan products) and in particular
tú tite algebras <2(Q), providing “approximate” versions of tite results of
Kadison and Stone airead>’ quota!.
5 Sorne complements
Titis section will be a miscellan>’. It is devoted tú obtain new results
related tú tite material earl>’ developed in the paper.
We begin b>’ improving Ingelstam’s complex theorem (Proposition
1.1) in a direction different brom tite multiplicative cliaracterization of
tite complex fleid obtained in Corollar>’ 1.6. Precisel>’, our result is tite
following.
Theorem 5.1 Leí fi be a complez Hilbert apace witit Dim(H) =2, ami
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u be a viorm-one elemení itt fi. Titen, for every u— admjasjble producí
f on we itave
II f 11=e(e2 —
£qujvalently, m(fi, u) =e(e2 — 1)112.
Tite tools for tite proof ob Theorem 5.1 will be tite actual non-
associative Boitúenblust-Karlin theorem (a well-known improved version
of Theorem 1.5) and tite next lemma.
Lemma 5.2 Leí A? be a Banacit space over lite fleid 1K of real or complez
numbera, u a norm-one elemevit jvi A?, ant! M be a real number with
M > 1. Titen lite equality
lxi := Inf{j A ¡ +M x — Att 1: A e K}
defines an equivalení norm 1.1 mi A? aatisfyjvig ¡ u 3 = 1 ant!
Maz {Re(A) : A E VI¡(X~u.x)}=Inf{Re(~)+M ¡¡ x—guj¡: ji EIK}
br alí x itt A?, where tite aymbol V’1 meana viumerical range relatjve
tite new norm 1.1. Moreover, jf f is any u— admjssjble producí on A?
witit II! 1=M, titenlfl= 1.
Proaf. That ¡lis an equivalent norm ún A? satisfying Itt ¡ = 1 is of
straightborward verification. Let x be in A?. Since tite bunetion
¡3 —*fl +lx — fluí from E tú>? is increasing, we have
Inf{I3+Ix—/JuI:/JEJR}= lim(fl+lx—fluI).
/3—. —oc
Tite chage of variable fi = — in the aboye limit, together with the
equality
AEV’’(A?,u,x)l st hm
Maz {Re(’i) . Iu+axl —1a
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quoted in Section 2, gives us
Max{Re(A):AEVíí(A?~tt~x)}=Jnf{fl+lxfihL[fiE>?}.
Now, tite definition of the norm II, allows us tú write
Maz {Re(A) : ACV’.’(A?~u~x)}st
Ivif{fl+ ¡ u +M x — (fi + u)u II: ¡3 E E, u E K} —
Ivif{fl+ ¡ji—fi 1 +M ¡ x — ¡¿u II: fi CE, ji E K}.
Since, for ji in 1K, the equality Ivif{I3+ ¡ji—fi 1: ¡3 E 14 = Re(p) ja
true, we finail>’ itave
Maz {Re(A) : AEV’](A?~tt~x)}stInf{Re(P)+M ¡ x—¡¿u II: ji EK}.
Let x,y be in A?. Then, for arbitrar>’ A,p in 1<7, we have
lf(x,y)l=iAp j +M u f(x,y) —Apu ¡¡st
ApI +M ¡j f(x—Att,y—pu)+A(ypu)+ptjV—’iu) ¡1=
A j x—Au ¡¡¡¡ y—pu ¡¡ +M A y—pu jj ±M ¡¿ ¡~¡ x—Att iI~=
(j A +M ¡ x — Au 11)0 p 1 +M j¡ y — pu Ii).
Now, taking inflmum in A,p, we obtain lf(x,y)I =lxIIuL
u
Let A? be a Banacli space, and u be a norm-one element in A?. Tite
condition vi(A?, u) > O implica clearí>’ tite vertex property for tt. As
comnented in [BD2; p.34], Bohnenblúst and ¡(arlin actual1>’ prove in
their paper [BKI that, ib A? is complex, and ib there exists a norm-
one u—admissible asociative product 011 A?, titen vi(X, u) > J’. Titen
tite proof of Titeorem 1.5 sitows titat titis result remaina trne ib tite
assumption of associativity of tite product is removed. This sitould we
taken into account in witat follows.
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Proof of Theorem 5.1 Let f be an u—adnissible product on fi, and
consider tite equivalent norm II on H given b>’
lxl:= lvif{j A ±jI ¡j x — Au ¡j: A E d4
for allx in fi. By Lenima 5.2 we have ifi = 1, and titerefore n’1(X, u) =
C’. Now citoose a norm-one element y in tite ortitogonal complement
II IIof dAt in fi. Titen y =11 f ¡¡ and hence y~ (A?,u,y) =e~ ¡¡ f
Multiplying tite chosen element y b>’ a unimodular complex number, if
neccasar>’, we ma>’ obtain such an y satisf~ring in addition
= Maz {Re(A) : A E Ví¡(A?~u~u)}
Titen we invoke Lemma 5.2 to obtain
tJ’(A?, u, y) st In!{Re(p)+ ¡ f ¡¡(1+ ¡ji ¡2)1/2 : ji E C} =
Inf{t± ji 1 líQ + t2)’¡2 :1 E R}.
But a classical study of tite function t —.* t+ ¡¡ f ¡j (1+t2)’12 from 1? tú
E shows that it actuall>’ attains ita minixnum att st (¡¡ f ¡¡2 ....1)~1/2
Iherefore
mi l(~~í,) st (Bf ¡2 ~-.1)í¡2.
Ibfollows (¡¡ 1 ¡¡~ .....1)1/2 =e’” f ¡. Equivalentí>’, ji f ¡> de2— 1)”/~
u
Titeorem 5.1 remains true witit sm(fi, u) instead of m(H, tt) when—
ever tite numbere(e2 — 1)1/2 is replaced by a suitable (unfortunatel>’
unknown) universal constant O > 1. As tite reader can suspect, titis will
be prova! b>’ ultraproduct techniques.
Theorem 5.3 Titere exists a real number O > 1 sucit tital, for every
complez Hilbert .space fi wjtit Djm(H) =2, «vitI for everij norm-ovie
elemevil u itt H, we itave sm(H,u) >0.
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Praof. Assume tite tbeorem is not true. Titen, bor eacit vi in 1V, we
can flud a complex .Hilbert space fi,,, mutual»’ orthogonal norm-one
1elements u,,, y,, in H,,, and a product f,, on II,, satisfring ¡¡ 1~ j¡=1 +
and Maz {¡¡ f,,(u,,,x,,) — x,. ¡j,¡¡ f,,(x,,,u,,) — xv. j¡} < ~ ¡ x,, ¡ for al!
x,. in fi,,. Taking an ultrafilter U on tite set IV ob all natural numbers
witicit refines tite Fréchet filter, ((xvi), (y,,)) —* (f,,(xn, y,.)) is a norm-
one (u,j—admissible product on tite ultraproduct (H.ju. Since (fi,,)u
is a complex Hilbert space, Corollar>’ 1.6 gives us titat (H4u is one-
dimensionaL Titis is a contrdiction because (u,,) and (y,,) are mutually
ortitogonal non-zero elements in (fi~.)u.
u
Let A? be a Banacit space, and u be a norm-one element
in A?. We denote by 6(A?,tt) tite diameter of D(A?,u)
regarded as a subset of tite metric space A?t Note titat
6(A?,u) = Sup {Djam[V(A?,u,x) : x E A?, ¡j x ¡¡=1}. G. Lumner [L]
prova! tite existence of a universal constant Iv > O sucit titat, ib A? is real,
if 6(A?, u) < Iv, and if titere exists a norm-one u—adnissible associative
product on A?, titen A? itas dimension 1, 2, or 4 and, more precisel>’, A?
endowed with sucit a product is algebraicalí>’ isomorpitic tú eititer 1?,
<¡Y or 111. Titis extension ob Titeorem 1.8 is reprova! (witit ultraproduct
tecitniques) and even improved in tite next theorem.
Theorem 5.4 Titere ezjsts a positive constaní Iv sucit tital, jf A? la
any real Banacit space, if u la a nonn-one elemevzl itt A? satisfying
sm(A?, u) = 1 ant! 6(A?, u) < Iv ant! 1ff ja «ny assocjaljve producí on
A? witit
liten A? evidotued witit lite producí f ja algebraically jsomorpitic lo 1?, <Y,
or M.
Among otiter tools, tite proof of tbk titeorem needs to ligittly hnprove
tite “onl>’ ifpart” obProposition 2.1 as well as its Corollar>’ 2.2. Since tite
proofs of titese improvements oní>’ involve núnor citanges in tite original
arguments, we omit then. Ib {A?¿}¿~¡ isa famil>’ ob Banacit spaces, and if,
bor eacit 1 in 15, u¿ is a norm-one element in A?1, titen we sa>’ titat tite couple
({A?¿} , {u¿}) satisfica tite uvijform property (for tite subdifferentiability
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of tite norm) witenever
u¿ + ax¿ — T(u, x) unifornil>’ for j in 1 and x¿ in Bx~
a
(witere, for ever>’ Banacit space A?, Bx denotes tite closed unit bali of
A?).
Proposition 5.5 Let {A?.}¿~¡ be a family of Banach spaces, ant! for each
i itt 1, leí u¿ be a norm-one elemení in A?<. 1! tite couple ({A?¿}, {tt.})
Loo
satisfies tite uniform propert~, titen, for every {x.} itt @ X1, tite equality
¿El
40
V(t A?1, {u¿} ,{xi}) = ~ u (A?¿, u¿, x¿)
¿el
itolds.
Corolíar>’ 5.6 Leí U be «vi uhtrafihter on a non-empty set 1, {A?i}¿~í
be a famjly Ban«cit spaees, ant!, br eacit j itt 1, leí u¿ be a norm-one
elemení itt A?¿. II tite couple ({A?¿} , {tt1}) satjsjZes tite uniform ptoperty,
titen, for every (x¿) itt tite uhtraproduct (A?¿)u, we have
V((X¿)u, (u¿), (x¿)) ~ ~ u V(A?¿, u¿, xi).
¿El
Corollar>’ 2.3 has tú be ratiter deeper improved.
Corollary 5.7 Leí U be att ultrafihter on a non-empty set 1, {A?¿}¿~í be
a familp of Banacit spaces, ant!, for eacit i itt 1, leí tt¿ be a norm-one
elemení itt A?1. If tite couple ({A?¿} , {u¿}) sallafies tite uniform property,
tite>
6((A?ju, (ttJ) =limu6(X¿,uJ.
Proof. Let (x¿) be an arbitrar>’ norm-one element in (A?¿)u (so titat we
ma>’ actually asaume that II x¿ 1 for all 1 in 1). For ever>’ U in U,
we itave (xi) = (yj, witere (y¿) denotes tite element in (A?du defined b>’
= zg, ib 1 E U, and y¿ = z¿,, for a fixed
1o E U, otherwise. It follows
from Corollar>’ 5.6 titat
V((Xí)u, (u
1), (xc)) ~ ~ U V(A?¿,u,,y.) = ~3 U V(A?i,tt¿,xJ.
iGl ¿Gil
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Titerefore
Djam[V((X¿)u,(u~),(x¿))] =Sup {Diam[V(A?¿,tt¿,x¿)] : i E U} ~
Sup{6(A?¿,u¿) : jELJ},
and, since U is an arbitrar>’ element in U, we obtain
Diam[1/((A?du,(uJ,(xd)] =Jnf{Sup{6(A?¿,tt¿) : j E U}: U EU} st
Since (x¿) is an arbitrar>’ norm-one element in (A?Ju, we final»’ itave
6((A?¿)u, (tti)) =limu 6(A?¿, u¿).
u
Now, it is afro crucial for tite proob ob Titeorem 5.5 tite bollowing
Claim.
Claim 5.8 Leí {A?i}~~í be a famjly of Banach .spaces ant!, br eacit j itt
1, let m be a viorm-one elemení in A?1. Ifsm(A?¿,u¿) = 1 for «II j jn 1,
titen tite couple ({A?¿} , {tt~}) satisfies tite uniform property.
Proof. We must prove titat, for arbitrar>’ e> 0, titere exists 6> 0 sucit
titat, for ever>’ Banach space A?, bor ever>’ norm-one element u in A? with
sm(A?, tt) st 1, and for ever>’ x in tite closed unit bali of A?, we itave
II tt+ax ¡1—1 —r(u,x) <e
a
witenever O < a < 6. Let us titerefore fix e > O. Titen, according
ro tite proof ob [MMPR; Proposition 4.51, for ever>’ Banacit space A?,
bor ever>’ norm-one element u iii A? sucit titat titere exists a norm-one
u—admissible product on A?, for ever>’ norm-one element y in A? witit
y — u j~< e, and for evexy 4. in D(k,y), titere exists ~‘ in D(X,u)
satisf>’ing 1 — ~‘ 1< e. Now, we follow tite proof of (j) ==> (jj) iii
[AOPR; Titeorem 5.11, so titat tite aboye fact implica titat, for sncit A?
and u, we itave
ilu+axli—1 —T(ttz)<E
a
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witenever x is in tite closa! unit ball of X and O < a M~vi{¡ ~}. Witit
tite arguments in tite proof of Proposition 2.4, tite last assertion remanis
true if tite assumption of existence of norm-one u—admissible producta
011 A? is replaced by sm(X, tt) st 1.
u
Proof of Theorém 5.4 Again we argue by contradiction. U tite tite-
orem is not true, titen, for eacit vi in IV, we can citoose a real Ba-
nacit space A?,,, a norm-one element u,, in A?,, witit sm(A?~, u,,) = 1
and 6(X,,, u,.) = ~ and an associative product f,, on A?,. satis~’ing
f,, ¡< 1±1 and
Maz{¡¡ fvdu,.,x,.) — x,, ~¡, fn(x,.,u,.) — x,, ¡¡} ~ 1— fi x,.
vi
for all x,, in A?,,, but not converting A?,. Sto an algebraic copy of IR, c
or III. ~>‘ a titeorem ob Kaplansky [Ka; Titeorem 3.1] (see afro [OIt]),
this last patitology impiles titat, again for eacit vi in 1V, titere exists
norm-one elements v,,,w,, in A?,. satis~’ing ¡¡ f,,(v,,,w,,) 1=~kTaking
‘1
an ultrafilter U 011 IV witicit refines tite Frécliet ifiter, tite mapping
f : ((x,.),(y,,)) —* (f,.(x,.,yn))
is a norm-one (u,,)—admissible associative product on tite ultraprod-
uct (X,,)u. Qn tite other itand, since for alt vi 5 IV tite conditions
sm(A?,., u,,) = 1 and 6(A?,, u,,) < ~ are true, Claim 5.8 and Corollar>’
5.7sitow titat 6((Xv.)u, (u,,)) st O, and titerefore (A?,.)u is smootit at (un).
It follows from Titeorem 1.8 that (X,,)u, endowed witit tite product f, is
an algebraic copy of E, t or iii. But titis is a contradiction because (vn)
and(w,,) are non-zero elements in (A?,,)u satisfying ¡((y,,), (tu,.)) = O.
u
Titeorem 5.4, togetiter witit Qbservation 1.3, itas tite following im-
mediate consequence (compare Proposition 1.2).
Corollary 5.9 Leí H be a real Hjlberl .space of djmensjon differení from
1, 2 ant! 4. Titen, for every norm-one elemevit u jg~ H, avid for every
associatjve producí f ov. tve itave
Maz {lIf 11,1+11 4—’x ¡j,1+ RL—Ix ¡j} =1+k,
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mitere Iv denotes tite posilive universal constaní given by Titeorem 5.4.
As a consequevice, for every norm-one elemení u itt fi, ant! for every
u—admissible associative producí on fi, lite iviequaljly ¡¡ f 11=1 + Iv la
lru e.
lAte associative ingredients in tite proof of Titeorem 5.4, namely Ka-
plansky’s result in [Ka] and Titeorem 1.8, have been extended tú tite
case of alternative products (sea [MM], [OR] and [5t3], [N], respectivel>’).
Titerefore we itave:
Theorem 5.10 Titere ezisís a positive constaní Iv sucit 1/ial, u A? la
«ny real Banacit .sp«ce, if u js a viorm-one elemení lvi A? satlafying
sm(X, u) st 1 «vid 6(A?, tt) <Iv, ant! iff la aviy alternatjve producí on A?
witit
titen A? endowed witit tite producí f la algebraically isomorpitlam to E,
~ II, orO (lite Cayley algebra of real octoniovis [EHHKMNPR]).
If in Titeorem 5.4 (respectivel>’, 5.10) we replace associative
(respective!>’, altcm ative) producí b>’ Jordan producí, titen tite finite-
dimensionality of A? cannot be expected. Indeed, tite norm-one unit-
admissible products constructa! in Qbservation 1.3 on arbitrar>’ non-
zero real Hilbert spaces actualí>’ are Jordan products. Titerefore, tite
result for Jordan products is more involved.
Theorem 5.11 Titere exista a positive constavil Iv .qucit tital, if A? ja
any real Banacit space, jf u js a norm-one elemevil jvi A? satlafying
sm(A?, u) st 1 ant! ¿(A?, u) < Iv, «vid if f la «ny Jordan product on A?
uijíit
Maz {¡i f 11,1±II L{—Ix il} < 1+Iv,
titen titere exista «vi jvivier prot!uct (. ¡ .) on A? wjtit (u i u) = 1 «vid
satisfyivig
f(x,y):= (x iuh’+(u ¡tt)x—(x¡y)u
avid
Iv ¡¡x jis (x ¡ </2 Sil 1 il II x
for ahí x,y mA?.
Let J be a real Jordan-Banacit algebra witit a unit 1 satisfring
¡¡ 1 ¡¡st 1, and let Iv be the universal positive constant given b>’ tite
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ahoye titeorem. It follows that, if eititer tite Banacit space of J is not
isomorpitic tú a Hilbert space or tite Jordan algebra J is not a division
algebra (relative tú tite Jacobson notion ob inverse [¡(5; Definition 1]),
titen i5(J, 1) =Iv.
Proof of Theorem 5.11 Ib we replace Kaplansky’s result in [Ka] b>’
[KS; Titeorem 2 ~nd Remark 2], and Titeorem 1.8 by Titeorem 1.9, titen
minar citanges in tite proof of Titeorem 5.4 gives us the following
Claim Titere exisís a posilive constaní Iv’ sucit lital, u x ja any real
Banacit .sp«ce, jf u la a viorm-one elemevil in A? satisfyivig sm(A?, u) st 1
avid 6(A?,u) < Iv’, «vid iff la any Jordan producí on A? witit
Max{¡¡ f j¡,1+¡¡ —Ix ¡¡} <1+ Iv’,
titen It ere is ay inner producí (. .) on A? satisfyivig (u ¡ u) st 1 ant!
f(x,y):=(x ¡u)y+(y u)x—(x ¡y)u
br ahí x,y mA?.
We note the changes required in tite proof of Theorem 5.4 tú obtain
tite claim. In tite present situation, bor vi in IV, tite product f,, is not
associative but Jordan, and, according tú [1<5; Remarlc 2 and Theorem
2], tite norm-one elements y,., tu,, in A?,, can and must be citosen satisfying
ji Ujf”(w,,) j=~ instead of fi f,«v,.,wn) ¡¡5 ~, witere UjQ~ denotes tite
familiar operator U~ on tite Jordan algebra (A?,,, f,j. Consequentí>’,
tite equalit>’ f((vv.), (tu,.)) st O at tite end of tite proob itas tú be replaced
by U4> ((w,,)) st O. Titis leads tú a contradiction that we explain in
witat follows. E>’ Titeorem 1.9, (A?,,)u is a Hilbert space and, since tite
(u,,)—admissible product f on (A?,.)u is commutative, we must itave
f((x,.), (y,,)) st ((x,,) ¡ (a,.)) + ((y,,) ¡ (un))(x,,) — ((x,,) ¡ (yn))(u,.)
for all (xv.), (y,,) in (A?,,)u. Witit titis determination of f, tite equality
st O implies eititer (u,.) st O or (tu,,) st O.
We note also titat tite condition (x 1 x)1/2 =111 ¡¡Ii x ¡¡, in tite
statement of our theorem, is an antomatic consequence of tite prev¡ous
ones (u i u) st 1 and f(x, y) := (x j u)y + (y ¡ u)x — (x i y», (see Remark
5.12 below), arid titerefore, concerning tite proof, can be forgotten.
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Now we bormail>’ attack tite proob of the theorem. Assume tite
titeorem is not trne. Then, for eacit vi in IV, we ma>’ consider the
number Iv,, :st Mi,, {k’, k } and appl>’ tite claim tú úbtain a Banach
space A?,,, a norm-one element u,, in A?,, satisb3ring sm(Xv., u,,) st 1 and
¿(A?,,, u,,) 5 Iv,,, and an inner product ( ¡ ~),.on A?,, witit (u,, j u,,),, st 1,
sucit titat, if f,. denotes tite product 011 A?,, defined by
f,,(x,,, y,,) :st (x,, ¡ uv.)nu,, + (u,. i u,,),,x,, — (xv. i y,.),.tt,,,
titen we itave ¡ f,, ¡i=1 + Iv,. and
fv.(u,.,x,.) —x,, 11=Iv,, lxv. ¡¡
for alt x,, in A?,., but titere is a norm-one element y,. in A?,, satisbying
Iv,, > (y,. j v,.)1/2. Qnce more, we take an ultrafilter U 011 IV whicit
refines tite Frécitet filter, so titat
f : ((x,.), (y,,)) —* (fv.(z,., y,,))
is a norm-one (uv.)—admissible commutative product on tite ultraprod-.
uct (A?v.)u, and titerefore, as in tite proof of Titeorem 5.4, (A?v.)u is
smootit at (u,.). 13>’ Titeorem 1.9, (A?,,)u is a Hilbert space and
f((x,,), (y,,)) st ((xv.) ¡ (un))(y,z) + ((z’~) i (uv.))(xn) — ((xv.) i (y,.))(u,,)
for all (x,,), (y,.) in (A?,,)u. As a consequence,
(2(uv. Vv.)nVv. — (Vn 1 ~,,),.u,,) st (f,.(v,., Vn)) st
f((v,,), (y,,)) st 2((un) i (v,,>)(v,,) — ((vn) i (v,.))(uv.).
But, since Iv,. > (y,. i vv.)’!2 bor al> vi in IV, we itave limnu(u,, i y,,)
limu(vv. i y,,) st O. It follows titat 2((uv.) i (v,.))(vv.) st ((y,,) i (vv.))(u,.),
titat implica eititer (u,,) st O or (y,,) st 0, a contradiction.
u
Ttemark 5.12 It is well known titat, if ¡lis an algebra norm on <Y
(regarded as a real algebra), titen we itave A 1=IAl for all A in <¡Y.
Titis is a straightforward consequence ob tite basic spectral titeor>’ ob
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Banacit algebras, but can be also prova! with elemental túlís (see for
instance [RS; p. 531). Now let A? be a real Banacit space, u
a non-zero element in A?, and (. j .) be an inner product 011
A? satisfying (u i u) st 1. Denote by f tite mapping frúm A? x A? tú X
given b>’ f(x, y) :st (x 1 z4y + (y 1 i4x — (x 1 y)u, and assume that f is
continuous. Titen, bor y in A?\Ru, tite subspace Y ob A? generated by
u and y is closa! under tite product f and, endowed witit titis product,
converts into a copy of ¡¡Y Moreover, in titis identification, tite mapping
z —* (z ¡ z)1/2 from Y tú E converts into tite usual absolute value on ¡¡Y.
Since ¡ f j¡j¡ ¡ is an algebra núrm on the algebra (Y, f), it follows titat
(z i z)1/2 =11f jj ¡ z ¡j bor alí z in Y. Titerefore, (x 1 x)1/2 =11f liii x ¡¡
for alí x 111 A?.
Now we pass tú drastical»’ extend tite multiplicative citaracterization
of tite complex field (corollar>’ 1.6) in tite spirit of Titeorem 5.4, 5.10 and
5.11.
Tbeorem 5.13 Leí A? be a complez Banacit space witit Dim(A?) > 2
avid u be a norm-ovie elemení in A? satjsfyjng sm(A?, u) st 1. Titevi
6(A?, u) =3”2e’.
Ihis result will be an easy consequence of tite (improved) nonasso-
ciative Bohnenblust-Karlin titeorem and tite next lemma. For tite sake
ob cornpleteness, we state and prove tite lenima covering also tite case of
real spaces.
Lemma 5.14 Leí A? be a Báviacit .space over tite fleid 1K of real or
complez number wilit Djm(A?) =2, avid u be a norm-one elemení in A?.
If 1< st E, titen 2vi(X,u) 5 6(A?,tt). II 1<7= <g titen 3’/2vi(A?,u) =
6(A?, u).
Proof. it is enougit tú cúnsider tite case vi(A?, u) > O. Also note titat
nurnerical ranges of elements of A? relative tú u are non-empty closed
convex subsets of 1K. First assume 1K st R. Since Dim(A?) =2 and
n(A?,u) > O, we can a norm-one element x in A? satisbying titat its
numerical range relative tú u 18 equal tú tite closed real interval [—e,e]
for some e> O. Titen we itave
2vi(A?,tt) st 2vi(A?,u) ¡¡ x ¡< 2v(A?,u,x) st
2e st Diam[V(A?,u,x)] =6(X,u) j¡ x ¡= 6(A?,u).
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Now assune 1K st <Y. Titen titere exista a norm-one element x in A?
and a positive number e such titat tite closed disk with center at zero
an radius e is tite smal>est closed disk in <Y containing V(X, u). ~>‘ [E;
Theorem 49], we itave 31/2c 5 Djam[V(X, u, x)] itence, arguing as in tite
real case, we obtain 3112n(A?,u) =6(A?,u).
u
ProofofTheorem 5.13 Ib actually thereexists a norm-one u—admissible
product on A?, titen, b>’ tite extended non-associative Boitnenblust-Karlin
titeorem, we itave n(A?, u) > e”’1. But tite arguments in tite proof
ob Proposition 2.4 sitow titat titis remaius true if tite assumption of
the existence ob norm-one u—admissible products is relaxed tú tite one
sm(A?, u) st 1. Finail>’, apply Leimna 5.14.
u
We conclude tite paper by determining, for any complex Hilbert space
fi, tite norm-one unit-admissible products on L(H). Let A? be a complex
Banacit space, aud u be a norm-one element 111 A?. We know titat, ib titere
exists a norm-one u—adnissible product on A?, titen u is a vertex of A?
(Titeorem 1.5). When A? is (tite Banach space of) a C—algebra, tite
converse is afro true. Indeed, a C—algebra A possesses vertices if and
oní>’ ib it itas a unit (sa>’ 1) [Sa; Proposition 1.6.1], and, ib titis ja tite
case, titen tite vertices of A are notiting but tite unulary elements in A
(titose elements u in A satisfring uu st uit’ st 1) [131<;Example 4.1].
Titerefore, ifA is a C—algebra, and if there exists a vertex u in A, titen
A itas a unit 1 and, brom tite obvious exuistence of norm-one 1-admissible
products ún A, and tite fact titat the mapping x —* uz from A tú A
is a surjective linear isometry sending 1 tú it, it follows titat titere also
exist norm-one u—admissible products on A. More precisel>’, titere is a
natural one-to-one correspondence from tite set of norm-one 1-admissible
products 011 A onto tite set of norm-one u-admissible products on A. In
titis way, tite determination of norm-one unit-admissible products 011
C—algebras centers in tite determination of 1-admissible products 011
C—algebras witit a unit 1.
Lemma 5.15 Leí A be a C—algebra witit a unu 1, ant!f be a norm-one
1—admissible producí on A. Titen, br every x, y itt A, tve itave
f(x,y) st
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Moreover, br every x jvi A, tite mapping
y —> f(z,y) — f(y,x)
from A to A la a derivation of A.
Proof. Let x be in H(A, 1), and y be in A. Titen 4 — 4 belongs
tú fi(L(A), lA) and vanisites at 1. 13>’ [Si; Remark 3.5], 4 — 4 is a
derivation of A satis~ing [(4 — R{)(y)] = ~(4 — Rfl(y~). But, b>’
Titeorem 3.5, we itave
[f(x, y> + f(y, x)I* st f(x, y> + f(y•, x).
Titerefore
f(x,y)4 st f(y¶x)
Now take into account titat A st fi(A, 1) + iH(a, 1).
u
Lemma 5.16 Leí A be a C—«hgebra wjtit a unit, ant! u, u be non central
uviut«ry elemente jvi A. Titen Itere existe a uviutary elemevil tu in A
satlafying uw — wu ~ O «vid vw — wv ~ O.
Proof. For x,y in A, denote [x,y] st xy — yx. Since A is tite linear
ituil of tite set of its unitar>’ elements. we ma>’ citoose unitar>’ elements
t,z in A satis~ing [u,t]# O and [v,z] # 0. If [v,t] # O, take tu st t. If
[tt, z] ~4O, take tu st z. la tite remaining case, take tu st Iz.
u
Thearem 5.17 Leí fi be a complez fijíberí epace. Titen tite viorm-ovie
IH—at!missible producís on L(fi) are tite mappings 1 of tite form
f(x, y) st cay + (1 — a)yx
for a eujtable real number a wjtit O < a < 1.
Proof. Let f be a norm-one IH—admissible product on L(H). 13>’
Titeorem 3.5, we itave
f(x,y) +f(y,x) st xy+yx
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for all x,y in L(fi). 13>’ Len’una 5.15 and [Sa; Titeorem 4.1.6], for eacit
x in L(H), titere exists some element 0(x) in L(H) satisfying
f(x, y) — f(y, x) st 0(x)y — y0(x)
for al> y lii L(H). (Note titat, since tite center of L(H) reduces tú <fil,




f(x,y) 2 y+y 2
for all x,y in L(H). 13>’ [Sta; Titeorem 8], for x in L(fi>, we itave
¡¡xj¡st¡¡ L~I¡ ‘Inf{ijx+0(x)+AIH ¡i+¡Ix—0(x)—AIH II:
2
so titat, taking a point Ao in <¡Y witere tite function
A—*¡Ix+0(x)+AIH ¡¡ + ~x—0(z)—AIg ¡¡
brom <Yto 1? attains its mininum, and replacing 0(x) by 0(x) + AOIH if
necessary, we may assume titat the equality
¡Ix jjst ~(j¡x + 0(x) II + II x — 0(x) j¡)
itolds bor all x in L(H).
Now, let u be an arbitrar>’ unitar>’ element in L(fi). Since u ja a
vertex ob L(H), and vertices of an>’ Banacit space are extreme points ob
its closed unit bail, tite last equality implies tite existence of some real
number a(u) satisbying 0 5 a(u) =1 and u + 0(u) st 2a(u)u (itence
u — 0(u) st 2(1 — cx(u))u). It follows
f(u,y) a(u)uy+ (1—a(u))yu
for all y in L(H).
Now since L(fi) is tite linear huil of tite set of its unitar>’ elements,
tú conclude tite proof it is enougit tú sitow titat tite number ¿«u) aboye
can be citosen tite same witit independence of tite unitar>’ element u
in L(H). Tú see titis, note first titat, if sucit an element u belongs tú
<fil, titen ever>’ number in the closed real interval [0,1] can be taken as
an admissible value of ¿«u), witereas, if u is not in <fil, titen a(u) is
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uniquel>’ determina! b>’ u (again apply titat tite center of L(fi) reduces
tú CIa). Titerebore it is enougit tú prove ¿«u) = a(v) witenever u and
y are unitar>’ elements in L(H) not belonging tú <fa Let u and y be
in sucit a situation. Assume [u, y] # 0. Titen, b>’ tite definition of a, we
itave
f (u, tÉ» st a(u)uv + (1—
and b>’ Lemma 1.15,
f (u, tÉ) st f(v, ut)t st a(v)uv + (1 — a(v))vu.
Titerefore (cx(u) — cr(v))[u,v] st O, hence a(u) st a(v). Now assume
[u, y] st 0. Titen we invoke Lemnia 5.16 tú obtain a unitar>’ element tu
in A witit [u, w] ~ O aud [y, tu] ~ 0. 13>’ tite aboye, ¿«u) st a(w) st ¿«y).
u
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